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Top 5 Reasons for Downloading 

The Digital Screen Archiver from Harkness Screens is a secure cloud-based data capture and reporting tool 

that aids projectionists, managers, engineers and exhibitors to maintain their digital cinema auditoria.  Quick 

and easy to use, the Digital Screen Archiver allows key digital cinema data such as auditoria geometry, 

power settings, lamp life and on-screen brightness to be captured in a standardised format during 

maintenance visits. Extensive back-end reporting tools allow those responsible for maintaining cinema 

auditoria to monitor the performance of their entire screen portfolio through one source, schedule planned 

and reactive maintenance visits and benchmark screen performance against key industry-standards. 

 

Streamlined remote management 

Managing a large number multiplexes can be an arduous task particularly over large geographic regions.  

With the Digital Screen Archiver you have the ability to manage and receive important reporting information 

in one standard format for an unlimited number of auditoria in one secure location. 

 

Support your NOC deployment/remote management 

Whilst most NOC or remote management systems are capable of monitoring installed hardware (including 

projectors and lamps) and reporting on their current status, they are incapable of measuring the impact of 

cinema equipment configurations on screen brightness levels. With the aid of a luminance meter (such as 

the Harkness Digital Screen Checker), the Digital Screen Archiver fills in the missing blank enabling a 

complete picture of current auditorium performance to be obtained. 

 

Assist maintenance planning 

Ensuring your projectionists, engineers or outsourced service companies focus on underperforming 

auditoria can at times prove impossible particularly across a large portfolio of sites. Visibility of auditoria 

performance in one secure location can allow issues to be highlighted more efficiently and remedial 

maintenance focused on critical issues. 

 

Increase customer satisfaction 

Careful management of on-screen brightness levels ensures that your customers get the very best possible 

viewing experience which doubtless builds loyalty to your cinema. 

 

Reduce operating costs and energy consumption 

Energy consumption and associated costs in digital cinema are extremely high.  By using the Digital Screen 

Archiver, consistent positive and negative trends become quickly identifiable which can lead to better 

management of operational costs or to remedial fixes which can lower long-term energy consumption. 


